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Even though Sir Francis Cook was one of the greatest worldwide collectors
during the second half of the nineteenth century, he remains essentially anonymous in this field. His memory has a collector slipped from public memory,
both because of his rapid ascent as a textile merchant and the dispersion of
his diverse acquisitions 1. His art collections, gathered in Richmond and Sintra,
began to be studied only quite recently 2.
The wealthy industrialist sought to create romantic interiors according to a
well-established model, pioneered by collectors such as Horace Walpole (17171797) or William Beckford (1760-1844), whom he deeply admired. These patrons
established their collections through diligent accumulation throughout decades
and wished to create environments where they could enjoy their precious
acquisitions. However, they also wished to live in a house with the comforts of
contemporary living. Thus, the imaginative patron would combine his efforts
with sensitive architects and talented decorators to create an interior that would
seamlessly integrate antiquities and contemporary furnishings. In order for
this to happen, these furnishings were inspired by models of the past, reviving
decorative styles such as the Gothic. This resulted in design juxtapositions that

1

2

As Clive Wainwright elucidates: “Most aristocratic collectors added their collection to those of
their ancestors already housed at their seat, thus their collections are often well documented.
The collections formed by middle-class collectors present far more of a problem, as these were
usually dispersed at their death.” Clive Wainwright, The Romantic Interior: the British collector
at home 1750-1850, New Haven, Yale University Press, 1989, p. 30.
Aside from brief mentions, there is a study on Sir Francis Cook’s collection in Doughty House,
Richmond: Elon Danzinger, “The Cook collection, its founder and its inheritors,” The Burlington
Magazine, 146/1216, July 2004, p. 444-458; and another regarding Monserrate: Maria João Neto,
Monserrate, the romantic country house of an English family, Lisbon, Caleidoscópio, 2015, as
well as the recent exhibition catalogue: Maria João Neto (ed.), Monserrate Revisited: the Cook
Collection in Portugal, Lisbon, Caleidoscópio, 2017.
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create dynamic interiors in Monserrate Palace, and we selected the Library as
the paramount example of this phenomenon.
While it is known that Francis Cook entrusted Thomas Knowles with the new
project for the Monserrate Palace, there are no records that allow to establish
authorship for the interior decoration. While the furniture in most rooms could
have been collected by the owner himself, the Library was certainly designed
as whole. Through stylistic analysis and comparison of Library furnishings, we
propose that Cook entrusted John Gregory Crace with the interior design of
the room. After the decorative elements were dispersed in the 1946 auction, it
became imperative to locate the pieces in private collections so that we could
identify them through the same process.

The Cook Collection in Portugal

In Portugal, Francis Cook rehabilitated Monserrate, a country house in the
picturesque and romantic village of Sintra, once inhabited by the celebrated
writer William Beckford, as Lord Byron emphasized in his famous poetic work
Childe Harold Pilgrimage 3. Francis Cook, who became enamored by the property
during a brief passage through Portugal for his Grand Tour in 1832, later bought
it in 1856 and finished its reconstruction in 1864. Ferdinand II, King of Portugal,
awarded Francis Cook with the title ‘Viscount of Monserrate’ for restoring this
historic property. Cook kept purchasing neighboring historical villas, becoming
one of the biggest property owners in Sintra, second only to the King.
William Beckford rented Monserrate in 1794-95, and thus Cook wanted to
honor the writer’s memory by preserving the plan but Cook entrusted the British
architect James Thomas Knowles (1806-1884) with entirely new façades (fig. 1).
Along with applying the new plaster decorative membrane to the existing layout,
Knowles added many technological novelties, such as a central heating system,
a dumbwaiter – from the pantry assisting the dining room to the newly added
kitchen in the underground floor – and a water closet in the master bedroom.
The owner began to buy antiques to decorate the various spaces of the house
and the gardens, after the works were completed. He was also interested in the
production of new design pieces that British artists were making at the time,
based on models of the past, now manufactured through modern techniques
and supported by industrial machines. These pieces, mainly made public at
3

Lord Byron cites different notable men and views of Sintra, including Beckford and Monserrate.
Byron’s work was heavily disseminated among European intelectual circles, adding a romantic
dimension to the already historical facet of Monserrate, as pointed out by Neto, Monserrate,
op. cit., p. 11.
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Fig. 1. David Knights-Whittome, Palace of Monserrate, 1905 [© Sutton, Sutton Archives, David KnightsWittome Collection]

major international fairs, were beginning to delight the wealthiest and to have
a place in their homes. Francis Cook chose the newest Bechstein grand piano
model for the Music Room, which had been exhibited to great success at the
1862 International Exhibition in London 4; and the billiards room featured a
contemporary table from Magnus, the makers of billiard tables for the British
royal family whom had also been present at the 1862 affair 5. These additions
show how Cook seeks to combine relics with design novelties in Monserrate’s
interiors.
Francis Cook died in 1901, but the eclectic decoration remained mostly
identical throughout the times, asan analysis of photographic records reveals 6.
4
5

6

“Bechstein tradition 1855-1860”, s.d. (https://www.bechstein.com/die-welt-von-bechstein/
tradition/1855-1860/, consulted in May 10, 2017).
Peter N. Clare, “Magnus Billiard Tables. The Magnus masterpieces”, 2018 (http://www.
snookerheritage.co.uk/normans-articles/days-of-old/magnus-billiard-tables/, consulted in
June 12, 2018).
Clara Moura Soares, “The photographers of Monserrate: preserving the memory of the sumptuous
interiors of the Palace until its auction in 1946” in Neto (ed.), Monserrate Revisited, op. cit.,
p. 186-205.
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During his lifetime, Carlos Relvas photographed the house circa 1870, some
featuring the owner and his family and friends. Four years after Francis’ death,
his son Frederick commissioned the official British royal house photographer,
David Knights-Whittome, to travel to Portugal 7 and photograph the lavish
interiors of Monserrate Palace. These photographs, and inventories made for
inheritance purposes 8, are important sources for our study today, since the
entire collection was dispersed at auction, with the sale of the property in 1946.
Expanding the knowledge regarding specific pieces and the way they were
arranged is facilitated by identifying their present whereabouts – closely inspecting the objects in loco allows to recognize trademarks and establish comparisons
with other pieces that otherwise wouldn’t be possible. Fortunately, a set of
pieces belonging to the library were identified recently in private collections,
permitting their study.

Library: Antiquities and modern commissions

Sir Francis Cook’s interest in both antique and contemporary pieces of a wide
gamut of period, style and origin led him to create diverse interiors such as
the Library. The room is extensively covered with modular walnut shelves that
complement the massive mahogany desk and x-frame oak chairs – from the
same set as the dining and billiards room – straw rocking chairs and small
ottomans. Decorative wallpaper and mural paintings cover the visible wall
areas and the ceiling. Atop the white marble fireplace with carved ivy leaves,
designed by Knowles, a large panel lined with garnet-colored velvet holds a
collection of weaponry (fig. 2).

Crace furnishings

Unfortunately, any archival evidence related to the reconstruction and decoration of Monserrate was lost after 1946, hence we can only propose some
attributions based on stylistic comparisons. In this way, we consider that this
integrated interior design ensemble of furnishings is most likely the result of a
direct commission to the prestigious Crace family firm 9. Inarguably one of the
7
8

9

“Travel records”, Sutton Archives, David Knights-Whittome Collection.
Francis Cook testament, archived in Portugal, is of great importance since it lists over 400 old
master’s paintings in his collection that were to be put into a trust, cf. Neto, Monserrate, op. cit.,
p. 77. The inventories carried out on the death of the second baronet Frederick Cook and later
of his son Herbert Cook, in 1920 and 1939 respectively, list the palace’s contents without much
detail.
Megan Aldrich (ed.), The Craces: Royal Decorators, 1769-1899, London, John Murray, 1990.
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Fig. 2. David Knights-Whittome, Library, Palace of Monserrate, 1905 [© Sutton, Sutton Archives,
David Knights-Wittome Collection]

most important interior decorators of the nineteenth century, they worked
for British royals from George III to Queen Victoria for Palaces and Town Halls;
stately homes for distinguished nobles such as the 6th Duke of Devonshire for
his Devonshire House and Chatsworth, one of the most well-known country
houses in England; and participated in Great Exhibitions, such as 1862 building
in London, featuring a grand throne and canopy for the Queen at the opening
ceremony 10.
Previous to the Superintendence of decoration in 1862, John Gregory Crace
(1809-1889) had already collaborated with Augustus Pugin (1812-1852) for the
acclaimed Medieval Court at Crystal Palace in 1851 and the decoration of the
new Palace of Westminster. Crace and Pugin designed furniture, wallpapers,
tiles and other elements directly inspired by forms and models of the past,
presenting newly manufactured objects designed in an ancient Gothic style,
working in a total-work-of-art perspective and fuelling the Gothic Revival aesthetic in Victorian England.
10 “Drawing by John Gregory Crace”, n.d. (http://collections.vam.ac.uk/item/O712504/drawingcrace-john-gregory/, consulted in June 11, 2018).
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Since the Crace firm worked for such distinguished clients with a distinctive
style, Francis Cook would probably want to follow suit, and in fact the Crace firm
completed several commissions for Libraries in Country Houses that heavily
resemble Monserrate’s, such as Tyntesfield House (1863) and Knightshayes
Court (c. 1870), the first by John Gregory Crace and the second jointly signed
by Crace and his son John Dibblee Crace (1838-1919).
While the idea that the furnishings were designed by Crace is a working
hypothesis, the chairs are undoubtedly so. This set, originally bearing the Crace
logo in the 1905 pictures, and later reupholstered 11, is of the same design as the
ones in Tystesfield 12. Designed by Pugin in carved oak or walnut, with x-crossed
legs, seat and back in leather held with brass round tacks, they appear to be
based on medieval designs, such as the one seen in an engraving by Crispijn
de Passe (c. 1590) (fig. 3).

Fig. 3. Crispijn de Passe, Oficina
Arcularia, 1590-1612, engraving,
30,9 × 21,0 cm, London, Victoria and
Albert Museum [© Victoria and Albert
Museum (20357:1)]

11 The chair set was given by Francis Ferdinand Cook, 4th baronet to Stuart and Catherine
Somerville in 1945, before the auction that took place the following year. This set is currently
part of the John Somerville collection.
12 Regarding Tyntesfield cf. James Miller, Fertile Fortune: The story of Tynstesfield, Pavilion, 2006.
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In Monserrate, the bookshelves go around the rectangular perimeter of the
library, with different modules, integrating with the windows facing west, boasting a splendid view over the garden and the Atlantic Ocean. Slender pilasters
punctuate these parcels, whose bases rest on the top of the lower cupboards,
finishing in floral capitals that support the cornice. The top is finely sculpted and
projects a frieze with stylized vegetal motifs. Narrow dust protectors in scalloped
leather with gold accents decorate each shelf. There were plaques classifying
the books’ subject, in Gothic lettering, attached above the top shelf, framed by
the capitals. Right above, at the base of the cornice, in the same lettering, there
are biblical proverbs from King James Bible, related to the love for knowledge.
The shelves contained 4,500 rare books, “without a doubt the best collection of
Antiquity editions in Portugal 13”. Not much is known about these books apart
from a newspaper clipping advertising its sale, weeks after the Palace auction. The
collection was comprised of Portuguese, Spanish, French, English, German and
Italian literature, with tomes from the fifteenth century up until the nineteenth,
but predominantly from the sixteenth and eighteenthcenturies. From eminent
printers such as Didot, Barbou or Aldine – a Venetian printing office specialized
in Latin and Greek masterpieces in the sixteenth century – some had super and
ex libris. They were bought by Livraria Barateira, a used bookstore in Chiado,
Lisbon. After a failed attempt to sell the collection to the Portuguese state, the
books were most likely sold separately 14.
The large desk placed in the middle of the library dominates the space. This
partner’s desk is notable for its size, design and characteristics. Its rectangular
shape is the result of the junction of three square modules whose edges project
over pilasters with acanthus leaves and scrolled legs that sit on protruding feet,
giving dynamism to the compact structure. The center module, open on both
sides, allows two people to use it sitting face to face. The inside of the modules
reveal the versatility of the piece, where for example there is an adaptable
structure for storing documents. On the other side, there are six different-sized
drawers: the module constructed in such a way that the drawers can be organized
according to the user’s needs. There are no documents establishing authorship,
however, by comparing with other library desks made around the same time, it
is likely that the Crace firm designed it. The archives of the Metropolitan Museum
of Art in New York hold a drawing of a piece of library furniture that can be used
as a desk or portfolio cabinet, designed by John Gregory Crace whose projecting

13 Diário de Notícias, 12 December 1946, p. 123.
14 Neto, Monserrate, op. cit., p. 124.
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edges and decoration are very similar to Cook’s desk 15 (fig. 4). This imposing
partner’s desk was accompanied by two Crace x-frame chairs, set in front of
each other, further giving the impression that they have the same provenance.

Fig. 4. John Gregory Crace and son, Design for desk and/or portfolio cabinet, 19th century, graphite and
colored wash, 33,1 × 53,7 cm, New York, The Metropolitan Museum of Art (67.736.17) [© Metropolitan
Museum of Art Archives]

Antique weapons and a galvanoplasty ‘shield’

On the north wall, above the marble fireplace designed by Knowles, a panoply
of weapons was placed on a panel, remaining there until sold in 1946. Fortunately, we were able to locate them in the Medeiros e Almeida museum house,
allowing to identify typologies, age and origin of each piece 16.
A diverse collection, the objects are to be admired both as a set and individually, with exquisite examples, such as an eighteenth century indo-persian
shamshir; a mid-nineteenth century pocket pistol in the English style; a seventeenth century rifle from Sardinia; a Portuguese sword, mid-seventeenth

15 John Gregory Crace and son, Design for desk and/or portfolio cabinet, 19th century, graphite
and colored wash, 33,1 × 53,7 cm, William E. Dodge Fund and Fletcher Fund, 1967 New York,
The Metropolitan Museum of Art, 67.736.17.
16 This identification was carried out by Jorge Caravana and Maria de Lima Mayer, cf. Neto (ed.),
Monserrate Revisited, op. cit., p. 352-371.
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century, inscribed with verses by Luís Vaz de Camões; and a nineteenth century
Polynesian ceremonial club 17.
These weapons were
arranged around a silver salver,
enacting as a shield that was
also purchased by Medeiros e
Almeida. By comparing with
similar designs 18, it was possible to ascertain that it was
designed by Antoine Vechte for
Elkington & Co 19 (fig. 5). This
company was widely successful and received various royal
warrants of appointments from
British Royals and the Emperor
of Austria, and Vechte was considered a master in this craft.
This specific model, illustrating the Battle of the Amazons,
was owned by the King of
Prussia but became known as
“the Elkington Shield” 20. This
rosewater dish – meant to be
used in conjunction with an
Fig. 5. Elkington & Co., designed by Antoine Vechte, Electrotype shield, ca. 1851, from Elkington & Co, Catalogue of ‘Works ewer, for washing hands with
of Art’ [© Elkington & Co]
rosewater – was inspired by
seventeenth century designs,
such as the one by Lavazzo
17 Maria de Lima Mayer and Jorge Caravana, “Panoply” in Neto (ed.), Monserrate Revisited, op. cit.,
p. 352-371.
18 Elkington & Co. galvanoplasty salvers are represented in Decorative Arts sections of notable
museums, such as Orsay (Inv. number OAO 2067), Metropolitan (07.102.2) and Victoria & Albert,
the latter retaining several models, including the very same model (REPRO.1852B-7). Aside from
this piece in the Medeiros e Almeida House Museum, no other works have been identified in
Portugal by these makers.
19 Regarding Elkington & Co. and the Victoria and Albert Museum, cf. Angus Patterson, “The Perfect
Marriage of Art and Industry: Elkingtons and the South Kensington Museum’s Electrotype
Collection”, The Journal of the Antique Metalware Society, 20, June 2012, p. 56-77.
20 Peter Connor, “Cast-collecting in the nineteenth century: scholarship, aesthetics, connoisseurship,”
in Graeme Wilber Clarke (ed.) Rediscovering Hellenism: the hellenic inheritance and the English
imagination, Cambridge, Cambridge University Press, 1989, p. 214.
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Tavarone (1556-1641) today at the Victoria and Albert Museum 21. Francis Cook
most likely acquired this piece shortly after the 1851 Great Exhibition, as the
museum did 22. From the original design, several copies were made through
galvanoplasty. This technique allowed for the effortless mass reproduction
of intricate designs, serving as an education aid for manufacturers, designers
and the public, aiming to consecrate England as a country of state-of-the-art
manufacture with great design.
Amassing medieval weaponry as decoration became a characteristic feature
of the Georgian aesthetic of accumulation, developed from 1750 onwards. By
the second half of the nineteenth century it was the norm, particularlyin country
houses. Victorian taste bolstered a fascination for the Middle Ages, with ideals
of “gothic chivalry” codes. On the opposite side of the library, above a side door
led to a small coatroom, a partial set of armor hung – helmet, breastplate and
gloves – that we cannot identify since its whereabouts are unknown.
The sources for these items were varied, and many ‘exotic’ weapons were
brought over to England by the East Indian Company 23. By the 1850s, armor
and weaponry was an essential element in a romantic decorative spirit.

Greek Vases and replicas of antiquity statues

Albeitthe penchant for Gothic forms and medieval pieces, the Antiquity period
was not forgotten in the Monserrate Library. To a medieval-inspired contemporary furniture and an eclectic selection of weaponry, Francis Cook added
classical Greek and Roman antiquities. The room was filled with medallions,
busts and statuettes, mostly representing Greek and Roman divinities and philosophers (fig. 6). A Portuguese newspaper published a very brief description of
Monserrate, mentioning that the Library had “ancient marbles and medallions
representing Homer and Heraclitus, Hippocrates and Democritus, eagled-eyes
romans and caesar-like faces that seem to be alive, immersed in a aura of study
and erudition 24”.

21 Tavarone Lavazzo, Lomellini Ewer and Basin, M.11&A-1974.
22 “Shield, 1852, Elkington & Co.”, n.d. (http://collections.vam.ac.uk/item/O374871/shieldelkington-co/ consulted on June 2018): “This electrotype impression of a shield was bought
by the Museum in 1852 from Elkington and Co.”
23 Founded in the seventeenth century, it was nationalised in 1854 and ultimately ceased
operations in 1874. Cf. Wainwright, The Romantic Interior, op. cit., p. 25, 65, 202.
24 Translated by the author from Ilustração Portuguesa, September 26 1904.
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Fig. 6. David Knights-Whittome, Library, Palace of Monserrate, 1905 [© PSML]

Wilhelm Gurlitt (1844-1905), a celebrated German classical archaeologist,
visited Monserrate in 1868 25 in order to identify the main antiquities of interest.
He draws particular attention to an original study in clay for the equestrian
statue of Emperor Marcus Aurelius in Capitoline Hill, Rome and some of the
greek vases, of which only one is currently located 26.
Used to carry water, this Hydria is from the Attica region, dated 6th century
BC. It depicts a scene of the Trojan War, Achilles defeating Troilus. It belonged
to an Italian archaeologist and antiquarian named Campanari in 1834 27, and
after exchanging hands multiple times thereafter, it came to be in Cook’s
25 Wilhelm Gurlitt, “Sammlung des Hrn. F. Cook zu Montserrat bei Cintra (Lisbon)” in Archäologische
Zeitung unter Mitwirkung von E. Curtius und C. Friedrichs herausgegeben von E. Hübner, Neue
Folge, Jahrgang, 1868, p. 84-87.
26 Manuel Vinhas Collection. Photographed by Mário Novais, Gulbenkian Art Library CFT003.026324.
ic – CFT003.026326.ic.
27 Maria Helena da Rocha Pereira, “Notícia acerca de Vasos Gregos existentes em Portugal – II.a
Parte,” Humanitas, 11-12, 1959, p. 11-32; “Notícia sobre Vasos Gregos existentes em Portugal – III.a
Parte,” Conimbriga, 1, 1959, p. 97-108; “Greek Vases in Portugal. A New Supplement,” Humanitas,
60, 2008, p. 3-10.
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possession in Monserrate. The vase was part of a set of 10 28, surmounting the
tall bookcases. An extremely similar set up can be seen in Charlecote Park’s
Library, conceived by George Hammond Lucy circa 1940. In this case, the vases
and their arrangement are almost identical, however many libraries of this
period featured an arrangement of pieces atop the bookshelves, while others
had the shelves built into the walls.

Sir Francis Cook as the interior creator and user

This library was an intimate and contemplative space, and Francis Cook most
likely used it as an office. There are no known descriptions of how the owner
felt about the space he carefully created or how it was used, although it is
possible to speculate given its spatial characteristics and alterations made
after his passing. In the 1905 picture, his portrait rests on an easel at the Library
corner, possibly revealing that he particularly cherished this room and where
he is most thought of.
While the other rooms on the ground floor simply had curtains, the Library
was enclosed by a relief panel adapted into the doorway span. The panel, which
represents a mythological scene with Artemis and Orion 29, was reportedly
acquired from an Italian palace and sectioned in order to fit in the doorway
(fig. 7). This elaborate relief was turned to the inside, so the best vantage point
to admire it would be from the desk, with the door closed. Many years after
Francis Cook’s death, the door was turned outwards so that it was visible while
open and curtains were added. In a picture taken for the 1928 sale catalogue
(fig. 8), it is possible to see that other changes occurred, such as removal of
some small statuettes and the Sleeping Ariadne 30 next to the desk, replaced
by a two-seater. In fact, the seating arrangement developed from a couple of
simple chairs to comfortable sofas, leading us to believe that the library became
a ‘social’ room of the Palace like the others.

28 As listed in the 1920 inventory: Contemporary Archive of the Ministry of Finance, DirectorateGeneral for Taxation, “Frederick Lucas Cook (Visconde de Monserrate)”, PT/ACMF/ DGCI/LIS/
SIN1/IS/05093.
29 Fernando Grilo, “Artemis and Orion”, in Neto (ed.), Monserrate Revisited, op. cit., p. 318-319.
30 Initially identified as Cleopatra, the original is a roman copy of a Hellenistic sculpture, displayed
in the Vatican Palace from the 16th century onwards. It’s worth noting this sculpture appears in
Pompeo Batoni’s portraits of Grand Tourists as an important cultural prop cf. John Steegman,
“Some English Portraits by Pompeo Batoni,” The Burlington Magazine 88/516, March 1946, p. 63).
Sir Francis Cook was a notable Grand Tourist himself, sparking his penchant for collecting
Antiquity sculpture.
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Fig. 7. David Knights-Whittome, Library door, Palace of Monserrate,
1905 [© Sutton, Sutton Archives, David Knights-Wittome Collection]

Fig. 8. Library, Palace of Monserrate, photograph published in Herbert Cook (ed.), Library, Palace
of Monserrate, Knight Frank & Rutley, Monserrate – Portugal: one of the world’s loveliest spots,
auction sale catalogue, ca. 1928 [© PSML]
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The most extensive description of the house comes from a rather unusual
source: Fairylife and Fairyland, a poetry book funded by Francis Cook, written
in 1869 by his friends Dr. John Cargile and Thomas Purnell (1834-1889). The
book, published in 1870, contains a tour of the Palace: “Now stand we by old
carved door/ of solemn Library”. Inside there were books that covered the walls
and ancient armor. However, the focus was on the “spoils of grey Antiquity,
Marble Spoils of Grecian art, / And Roman, frown in every part”, specifically
mentioning the statues: “In breathing Sculpture’s deathless bards, / Warriors,
and Statesmen 31”.
This description in rhyming verse and the photographic surveys integrated
a common endeavor of these ‘Romantic Interior’ creators, of promoting and
documenting their work in assembling these pieces and their respective arrangement. Clive Wainwright defines Romantic Interior not as a stylistic term, but
by the character of the objects and the motives of those who conceive these
interiors. With the help of architects, designers and manufacturers, the Patron
is the ‘creator’ of these interiors, often put together over many years rather than
devised at once. These art patrons aim to ‘re-edify’ a house by transforming a
decayed structure into a comfortable family home yet decorated with antiquities
and furnished in an appropriately ancient style, often to establish a sense of
nobility connected to their pursuits for a peerage title – Sir Francis Cook, as other
collectors before him, earned his baronetcy in 1886 through his philanthropic
deeds as an art patron. By acquiring genuine antiquities and commissioning
manufacturers that worked for British royalty and aristocrats, Francis Cook
demonstrated both his purchasing power and his connoisseurship.
Analogous to many other British country houses since the eighteenth century,
Francis Cook and his second wife, Tennessee Claflin (1844-1923), charged an
entrance fee to visit the house and surrounding botanical park. One of the main
touristic attractions in Sintra, the ticket proceeds reverted to the local charities.
The family only visited during summertime, so the house spent most of the year
“inhabited” by daytime visitors. Monserrate was therefore designed as a symbol,
to be lived in but also to be seen and visited, known through descriptions, photographic albums and postcards being circulated of the main Palace interiors.
These interiors exhibited other pieces from the Cook Collection, in a seemingly disordered manner, completing the exuberant wall plaster decoration.
However, it is possible to identify typological guidelines, such as renaissance
reliefs along the west hall, religious items in the oratory, silverware in the dining
room, oriental art in the south drawing room, references to Antiquity in the
31 Thomas Learmont of Ercildoune (pseudonym), Fairylife and Fairyland, London, Strangeways
and Walden, 1870, p. 216, 217.
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library. Subsequently, these spaces were never just domestic as there always
remained a clear component of intent in selecting and displaying objects.
This decorative design with museological characteristics, according to the
Victorian taste of that time, is what David Watkin designates “the house as
museum” 32. The author sees these interiors not simply as aristocratic statements
of grandeur, but as individual expressions of educated connoisseurs, a personal
collection meant to be displayed with artistic, cultural and historical purposes,
as a museum would.

Conclusion

While the other main rooms of the Palace feature a convergence of different
pieces and styles, the Library stands as a paradigmatic example of the Victorian
taste, where the creator combined his efforts with James Thomas Knowles and
an interior decorator, most likely John Gregory Crace, the most prominent British
interior decorator at the time. Aside from new furnishings, there were other
decorative pieces manufactured with new technologies – such as the Elkington
& Co. salver – with designs inspired by models of the past. This was partly a
result from International Exhibitions, where Britain attempted to promote its
industry while educating the public with exceptional Decorative Arts.
Francis Cook was receptive to these manufactured novelties – after all, he
was an industrialist himself. Cook had also been a Grand Tourist who started
his collection in the 1850s by acquiring Classical Sculpture and archaeological
findings and wished to demonstrate his connoisseurship and taste. In Portugal he
assembled a unique collection set on a typical British country house, sparking the
interest of both Portuguese and foreign visitors. The Cook collection in Portugal
had many pieces never seen before in a Portuguese collection, resulting from his
taste and unprecedented purchasing power. The third richest man in England,
Sir Francis Cook certainly aimed to align his residences and collections with
any wealthy aristocrat, following an established model of interiors that house
eclectic collections while maintaining every notion of modern comfort. For him,
the Library was surely a special and intimate place of work and contemplation,
whether he was sitting on his desk facing the Italian relief door or looking out
the windows overlooking his estate all the way to the Atlantic Ocean.
Successive generations of the Cook family opted out of the family business,
and by 1928 Herbert Cook, Francis Grandson, placed Monserrate on sale. A deal
32 David Watkin, “Beckford, Soane, and Hope: the psychology of the collector” in Derek Ostergard
(ed.), William Beckford 1760-1844: an Eye for the Magnificent, New Haven, Yale University Press,
2001, p. 39.
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was only struck in 1946 by his son, Francis Ferdinand, after the 4th Baronet had
made attempts to sell the Palace with its contents to the Portuguese state with
no avail. A three-day auction was held in the Palace and the entire content
was sold without a catalogue or a sales record, an event that dictated the
complete dispersion of the Cook collection assembled in Portugal. In 1949,
the government did acquire the Palace and surrounding properties. However,
the absence of a defined occupation program contributed to the progressive
building’s degradation.
The Palace restoration only took place from 2007, where most ceilings had
to be redone, the library furniture rehabilitated, the wallpaper replaced from
reproductions and the mural paintings redone. Monserrate opened to the public
completely empty in 2015, and two years later, after exhaustive research to
identify the current whereabouts of the original furnishings and securing their
loans, the Monserrate Revisited exhibition was inaugurated. This event displayed
the partner’s desk with two x-frame chairs, the panoply with the silver salver
and the antique Greek vase in the Library, located in private collections and
Medeiros e Almeida House Museum. Although it only represented a fraction of
the original space created by Cook, the pieces were fundamental examples of
the Romantic Interior paradigm. The rehabilitation efforts and sub consequent
research constituted an ongoing process that allowed us to make these stylistic
connections, since there were scarce references or archival records to draw
information from.

Fig. 9. Exhibition ‘Monserrate Revisited’, View of the Library, photograph [© PSML, Luís Duarte, 2017]
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